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CHi^PTER I
INTRODUCTION
Even before V»atson and Crick proposed their brillant
model for the structure of DNA, Jacob and Monod were busy
piecing together the information that v/ould lead to the
first fully defined mechanism for genetic regulation in
the bacteria, ^uscherica coli. Since then, other mechajiisms
have become 7fell defined in prokaryotes, however eukaryotic
mechanisms of control have been difficult to establish.
This is primarily due to the fact that the genome of euiiaryotic cells is much more complex than in bacteria.

Just

the immensity of size defies the precise and controlled
study that has yielded so much information in prokaryotic
systems. Nevertheless, it is not inconceivable that similar mechanisms of regulation exist in the eukaryotic genome.
A simple cursory examination of a multicellular
vertebrae reveals a wide differentiation of cellular
function and physiology.

The pancreas itself is composed

of four different types of tissue. One type produces trysin and chymotrypsin whereas the other three are engaged
in the production of the endocrine hormones, glucagon,
insulin, and gastrin.

This wide diversity of function

must be attributed to regulatory restraints or inductions
iiiposed by specific regulator proteins on certain defined

regions of the genetic complement during the course of and
subsequent to ir.aturation of the or,_,anism.

One should ex-

pect to find in certain tissues, v/ell defined regions of
the DNA template active (actively trsnscribin,:: ..iitiiA ) and
other regions template inactive, under re^-ulation of specific

protein repressors and/or inducers.

Gene regulation

must involve the specific interaction between regulator
protein and well defined DNA sequences.

This of itself

should suggest a course of study involving the applications
of the principles in affinity chromatograi^hy.
The isolation of the proteins involved in regulation
has proven to be the major barrier in elucidation of DNAProtein interactions.

It is the isolation and character-

ization of these specific DNA binding proteins that effect
regulation in eukaryotic systems that is the topic of this
study.
Alberts (1)

has shown that DNA coupled to cellulose

is able to retain D^^A
binding conditions.

binding proteins under appropriate

The basic idea of this technique is to

establish a method that would allow the purification of DNA
binding proteins that exhibit a high affinity for a given
DNA sequence, provided that the DNA sequence is available
in large enough amounts and is of sufficient purity.
Recent advances in DNA technology have met these requirements through the processes of genetic engineering (splicing of a well defined DNA sequence in an appropriate vector)-
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and cloning (amplification of the defined sequence).
cloned seqences can be attached
affinity column.

The

to a matrix to form an

Physiological conditions can be set to

favor formation of the DNA-Protein complex (Figure 1) and
a crude protein preparation can be placed over the column.
After all contaminants have been washed off, the protein
bound can be eluted by changing conditions to disrupt the
complex and the protein is collected in purified form

(2, 3).

CnilPTER II
LITERATURE NEVIEW
Determination of the Genetic Material and the Genetic Code
As early as 1902, it had been postulated that DNA is
.:he formative center of the cell responsible for control
of synthetic metabolism.

By 1925 and on into the early

19^0's, the views of the molecular nature of DNA made it
inconceiveable that DNA could be the carrier of hereditary
information.

DNA was generally thought of to be merely a

tetranucleotide polymer composed of one residue each of
adenylic, guanadylic, thymidylic, and cytidylic acids
occurring in regular sequence much like glycogen or starch.
The informational role of the genes must therefore be assigned to the nuclear protein components rather than to
the DNA

(if).

Not until ^9^•k was a serious challenge r.ounted to these
prevailing ideas of heredity by the experiments of Avery,
McCarty, and Hacleod.

The actual beginning of the discovery

of the chemical idertity of genes began in 1923 by Griffith
on experiments v;ith Strer)tococcus :")neumonae, the causative
agent of human pneumonia.

Injection into a mouse of the

sputum of a patient suffering from pneumococcal pneumonae
causes death of the mouse within 2/| hours.

The pneumo-

coccus owes its pathogenicity to a polysaccharide capsule
which it forms outside its cell v/all proper and protects
the bacterium from destruction by the ordinary defense

mechanisms of an infected aniinal.
These encapsulated bacteria can produce varients that
have permanently lost the capacity to synthesize a capsule
and are no longer pathogenic to man or mouse.

Griffith had

isolated one of these non-encapsulated mutants and found
that injection of this mutant in a mixture ?;ith a heat
killed sample of the pathogenic strain still had the capacity to kill mice. Griffith isolated and characterized the
bacteria and concluded that the presence of the heat killed
strain must have caused a transformation of the living
mutant strain so as to restore the capacity for capsule
formation lost earlier by gene mutation.

This he called

the "transforming principle" (3).
This "transforming principle" of Griffiths' experiment
7;as not identified for almost 20 years when in the early
19^0's Avery, Hacleod, and McCarty began fractioning the
cell free extract of encapsulated bacteria.

The found

they could remove proteins, lipids,' polysaccharides, and
ribosomes and ribonucleic acid from the extract by a variety of chemical and enzymatic methods without seriously
diminishing its power to transform mutants to the wild type
After further purification of the extract, Avery and colleagues concluded that the transforming principle was in
fact DNA.

Further studies indicated that this transform-

ing principle not only permanently restores to the mutant
cell the capacity to form the polysaccharide capsule, but

also replicates itself within the recipient, thus endowing
the progeny of the transformed bacterium with the capacity
to serve as a source for further transformations,

.ivery

summed up his results with the statement, "bacterial DNA
appears to be the carrier of heredity, the substance into
which is inscribed the information carried by the gene that
controls formation of the polysaccharide capsule"

(6)»

Thus was reported the first case of bacterial transformation
involvin:j genetic recombination of Dl.A.
The discovery by /^very and colleagues of the transforming factor was not readily accepted and required the subsequent work of investigators to collaborate Averys' findings
and to disprove the concepts of the tetranucleotide hypothesis.
By 19if8, Minsky, Brown and Venderly had shown that in
the cells of different tissues of the same organism, the
amount of DNA per haploid set of chromosomes is constant.
This, as Minsky pointed out, is what ought to be the case
if DNA is the genetic material.

This discovery coupled

with the 7/ork of Hotchkiss and Chargafi helped to disprove
the tetranucleotide theory of DNA structure.

This theory

arose in the 1920's as a result of the findings of Levine
and co-workers that DNA contains approximately equamolar
proportions of the four bases; adenine, guanine, cytosine,
and thymine.

This erroneously led to the conclusion that

regarded DNA as a monotonous polymer ill-suited as an in-

formation carrier.

advances in paper chro::iatography ;:ade

possible more refined compositional and quanitative analysis of the nucleotide bases liberated u^on complete hydrolysis of DNA.

The results indicated that contrary to

popular belief, the four bases are not necessarily present
in DNA in exactly equal proportions suggesting that D N A may
not after all be the monotonous polymer

previously thought

and may indeed be the genetic material

(7)»

In 1952, the "blender experiment" of Hershey and Chase
(8) incorporating the use of radioactive labeling of the
T even phages effectively disposed of any last vestiges
of the tetranucleotide hypothesis.

In the phage virus,

the DNA contains practically all of the phosphorous of
the phage as polynucleotide phosphate diester bonds and
the protein

all its sulfur in the two amino acids methio-

nine and cysteine.

A phage labeled with *^^P carries all

its radioactivity in DNA, whereas a phage labeled with ^^S
carries all its radioactivity in the protein,
Hershey and Chase infected different samples of an
S. coli culture with purified stocks of •^^P or ^^S labeled
T even phages.

After allowing a short ti.ne for hoct cell

attatchment, the infected cells were separated from any
unattatched phage by lov/ speed centrifugation into a pellet
which was subsequently suspended in fresh medium.

This

new suspension was then agitated violently for various
lengths of time in a waring blender to shear the attatched
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phage particles from the walls of the bacterial cells.
After blendor treatment, the suspension was centrifu^ed
and the total radioactivity that regained in the supernatent fluid or sedimented into the bacterial pellet v;as
determined in a radiation counter.

The capacity of the

infected bacteria to yield progeny phige was also determined by use of a plaque assay.

The results of the experi-

ment indicated that most of the phage DNA enters the
bacterium at the outset of infection, whereas most of the
phage protein remains at the cell surZ"ace.

The shearing

forces of the blendor break the tail by which the phage
"ghost" is still held to the cell wall and thus liberates
into the medium only the empty capsid, devoid of the phage
DNA it once held.

Since the capacity to produce progeny

phage survives the blendor treatment, Nershey inferred
"that the bulk of the phage protein has no further function
in the intercellular reproduction process after the protinaceous tail has anchored the phage particle to the bacterial
surface and safely injected the phage DNA in the host cell".
The discovery that most or all of the DNA and only very
little protein of the parental phage enters the host cell
at the moment of infection indicated that it must be the
DNA that is the carrier of the genetic continuity of the
phage.
This attribution by Hershey and Chase was in complete
agreement with the earlier discovery of Avery that in

bacterial transformation the genes of the donor bacterium
are transferred to the recipient cells through the e::clusive
vehicle of bacterial DN/i r.iolecules.
By 1953? with the background r^rovided for by .^very,
Chargrass, Griffith and :aost recently Hershey

and Chase,

V/atson and Crick (9) were able to deduce the finer details
of DNA structure with the aid of improved x-ray crystallographic pictures presented by .^ilkins on highly purified
DNA. (Figure 2), From the pictures, they deterr.iined that
the DN'A polynucleotide chain has the form of a regular
helix, the helix has a diameter of about 20 A, and that
the helix makes one complete turn every 3k A along its
length.

Since

the internucleotide distance is 3»k A,

each complete turn contains a stack of ten nucleotides.
From the knov/n density, they also determined that the
helix must contain two complementary polynucleotide chains
aiid that the formation of hydrogen bonds between the purine
and pyrimidine base pairs thermodynamically stabilizes
the helix.

Furthermore, the complementary pairing of the

bases of the double helix could replicate directly by
having each chain serve as a template for its own complementary chain.

The final restriction placed on their model

derived from their knowledge that DNA is the genetic
material.

"If DNA is to contain hereditary information

and if that information is inscribed as a specific sequence
of the four bases along the nolunucleotide chain, then
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the molecular structure of DNA must be able to accor.odcte an
arbitrary sequence of bases along its chain.

Otherwise,

the capacity of DNA as an information carrier would be
too severely limited"

(10)^

The 1953 proposal of .'.atson and Crick as to the structure of DNA was almost immediately directed toward elucidation of the genetic code.

The four letter language

recorded in DNA must be a representation of the primary
structure of any given polypeptide.

The meaning of any

particular purine pyrimidine sequence of the DN'A polynucleotide chain that constitutes a gene must be the s"Decification
of the amino acid sequence of some particular polypeptide
chain.

A code must exist which relates nucleotide baso

sequence in polynucleotides to amino acid sequence in polypeptides.

Mathematical considerations had dictated that

the minimum number of bases required to code for one amino
acid had to be at least three.
The breakthrough that led to the solution of the
genetic code came in 1961 under the direction of Nuremberg
and Mattaei who discovered that synthetic polyribonucleotide
used as artificial m:aiA stimulated the incorporation of
amino acids into protein in a cell free syste.-n

(11).

The first PdvA used was polyuridylic acid and the result
was the synthesis of the peptide, phenylalanine as poly U.
It was thus deduced that the codon for phenylalanine had
to be the nucleotide sequence of U-U-U.

n
3y 1962, Crick and Brenner (12) had by .i.eans of formal
genetic experiments with the T 1+ phage revealed that the
genetic code does represent each of the tv/enty c-aino acids
in terms of the nucleotide triplet codon.
tors

Other investiga-

(13) substantiated these early results and it v;as

not long thereafter that the genetic code was fully broken
and shown to be universal in nature

(lif, 15). Recent

advances that allow very rapid sequencing of DNA have
confirmed the genetic code and established that all of
the possible codons are used in vivo

(IG).

As important were the contributions of '.•.atson, Crick,
Nuremberg and Mattaei, and Sanger to elucidation of the
structure of DNA and breaking of the genetic code, equally
important strides were being iiade in understanding the
principles of genetic regulation.

r;egulation o_f the Genetic Code
In the early 1900's, it v/as well linown that the enzymatic properties of microbial organisms depended on the
medium on which they were grown.

That is, if pl^::Ced in

a specific laedium, one set of enzymes are ':roducea to
utilize the nutrients of that medium.

If, however, the

same cells are placed in a second different r^:.edium, a
second set of enzymes are produced and the first set
dis.. pears.

Genetic regulation of enzyme production is

being dictated by the immediate environment.

This ability

to switch genes off and on provides both the ability to
respond to a changing environment and forms the basis of
cell growth and differentiation.
One of the earliest reports of a specific regulator
protein entity was made by Jacob in 1953 as a result of
his studies on the lytic and lysogenic properties of the
lambda virus

(17). From observations made, Jacob postu-

lated that "every introduction of a temperate phage genome
v/hether by infection or conjugation results in a race
between the synthesis of the repressor (lysogenic response)
and that of an early protein of vegetative phage development . (lytic response)". Both responses being mutually
exclusive, the fate of the host cell depends on v/hether
the synthesis of the repressor or that of the early protein
is favored in the immediate environment of the bacterium.
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Changes in trie cultural conditions favoring synthesis of
the repressor would favor lysogenization whereas conditions
favoring the early gene product would favor lysis.

The

synthesis of its own self repressor is the very essence
of the nonvirulence of the teiuoerate phage.
By the mid 1950*s, the main thrust of the gene-enzyme
studies had shifted to the bacteria, e;.pecially to the
micro-organism known as E. coli.

One of the earliest

observations concerning the genetic control of iTietabolic
processes pertained to the fercientation of lactose by this
particular bacterium

(18).

Normally only some genes of the totcl genome are active,
^y changing conditions in the culture medium, as previously
noted, it is possible to activate or repress certain genes.
If, for example, a bacterium is exposed to lactose, the
enzyme 3-galactosidase, which hydrolyzes the disaccharide
to galactose and glucose, may increase one-thousand fold.
These changes are referred to as enzyme induction.

Regula-

tion by induction is found in many catabolic syster:is,
systems v/hich degrade sugars, amino acid's, and lipi \
Jacques Monod (19) beg:^n a study of the enzy:rie induction of E. coli B-galactosidase in 19^^6 which over the
course of the next fifteen years provided the first solution
to the problem of regulation of bacterial gene function,
and resulted in the hypothesis of the existence of a defined
gene unit called the lactose operon, a group of genes

1^

clustered in the chromosome and controlled in a co-ordinated
way

(20)•
The lactose operon (Figure 3) comprises three struc-

tural genes (z, y, and a) and produces a polycistronic
mRI^A which codes for B-galactosidase, lactose permease,
and transacetylase.

B-galactosidsse cleaves the dissaccharide

lactose into galactose and glucose.

Lactose permease acts

as a carrier for the entrance of lactose into the cell and
transacetylase catalyzes the transfer of one acetyl group
from acetyl Co-A to galactose.
These structural genes are controlled by three other
DNA segments that act as regulator elements.

The i gene

or regulator gene codes for the lac repressor, the promoter
gene, to which RliA polymerase attatches and effects transscription of the structural genes,

and the operator gene

to which the i gene product attatches to halt transcription.
The rate of expression of the lac operon is controlled
by the i gene which codes for the repressor.

I'herc are

only betv/een five to ten lac repressor molecules per
E. coli cell.

This repressor binds strongly and specifically

to a short DNA segment called the operator and prevents the
the synthesis of the message.

The affinity of the binding

of the repressor to the operator site is regulated by the
presence of an inducer.

The natural inducer of the lac

operon is lactose which is modified to allolactose upon
entering the cell and binds to the repressor

(21), The
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repressor undergoes a conformation^-l change (allosteric modification) by which it becomes unable to bind to tiie operator
thus inducing the transcription of the lac operon by x-^.A
polymerase.
The lac operon is an example of both negative and positive control.

Negative control is exerted "^'j the lac

repressor binding to the operator site and preventing
transcription.

Positive control is .-nediated througa a

cyclic AM? and a CAP complex.

(catobolite activating

protein)

CJAIIP

The concentration of

is regulated via a

membrane bound protein, adenyl cyclase which monitors
glucose levels in the medium.

As the level of glucose is

increased in the medium and transported into the cell,
cAi'iP levels become depressed.
cAMP levels become elevated.

In the absence of glucose,
In a culture of E. coli

growing in a medium containing lactose as the sole energy
source, a fe?; molecules of lactose become converted to
allolactose v;hich binds to the repressor.

The resultant

Allo-Repressor complex falls away from the operator site
of the operon.

At the same tii.e, c/JiP levels have become

elevated favoring the formation of the cAilN-CAP com^-Tex
v/hich then binds to the 5' e^^d of tne promoter site. ril.H
polymerase will recognize the lac promoter only is this
complex is bound

{ZZ,

23)^ Transcription of the struc-

tural genes x, y, and a follows binding of the R N A polymerase.

ID

In the presence of only glucose, c.ulP levels become
depressed and the Ciu-P-C.^x? complex dissociates and becomes
removed from the operator site.

The lac repressor, in the

active conformation, binds to the operator site, .ooth
mechanisms inhibit the transcription of the structural
genes.

The purpose of this dual regulatory mechanism can

be explained in terms of the phenomenom known as catabolite
repression, a condition in which cells grov/n in both lactose
and glucose fail to synthesize the enzymes required for
lactose metabolism.

..hen intracellular cJ-lP levels are

low, such as occurs in the presence of glucose, the cNJlP
receptor protein
the lac operon.

(CAP) will not bind to the promoter of
Even though the presence of the inducer

prevents binding of the lac repressor, transcription cannot
be effected as long as no binding of the
occurs.

CAMP-CAP

complex

Thus if E. coli is grown in the presence of glucose

and lactose, cA!4P levels remain lev/ and the bacterium
utilizes only glucose, a richer and more efficient energy
source than lactose

(23> Z^,

26, 33),

Norking in oprjosition to enzyme induction is the
process of enzyme repression, in which the synthesis of a
certain enzyme is selectively inhibited by the end product
of its metabolic chain.

An example of enzyme repression

is provided by the five enzymes required for the synthesis
of the amino acid tryptophan

(2if)^ In this case, the

regulator gene produces a repressor protein which is
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normally in the inactive form

(Does not bind to the oper-

ator site ), If levels become elevated, tryptophan acts .^s
a co-represser and binds to tne repressor molecule.

This

causes a conformational change in tlie complex resulting in
a much greater affinity for the operator site, thereby inhibiting transcription by Eli A polymerase.

This is in con-

trast to induction in which the repressor is active by
itself and loses affinity for the operator when bound to
the inducer.

Regulation by repression is found in many

anabolic systems involved in the synthesis of amino acids
or nucleic aci'.' precursors.

In this way, E. coli synthesizes

the enzymes required for metabolic growth and develo^-ment
only T/hen required.
In light of the molecular mechanisms known to act in
viruses and bacteria, it is not unreasonable to believe
that such systems are also functioning in higher cells.
Although the genetic code is universal in nature, the
eul^aryotic genome exhibits a much greater complexity
reflected mainly in the DNA content.
approximately if.5 *^ IC
contains 6.0 X
DNA.

while E. coli has

base pairs, the DNA of a bovine

10^^ base pairs, a 1300 fold increase in

Even though most of the DNAis not genetically active

and contains many repetitive sequences

(29)^ the sheer

size of the DNA does not lend itself to easy manipulation
or study under precise and reproducible conditions as has
the simpler structural organization of the virus and bact-
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eria.

To be sure, :^ene activity in eiiicoryotic orgsnisms

has been found to be regulated at the transcriptional level
i30y

31) as illustrated by studies on tne polytene c.nd lamp-

brush chromosomes

(27, 28). Lampbrush loops and polytene

puffs represent units of genetic activity in wT^icn DNA
is uncoiled at sites of intense RI-iA synthesis.

These cond-

itions h^."e been experimentally induced by tei-'iperature
shock (27, 32) or by application of the steroid hormone
ecdysone

(28).

In spite of this ongoing work, clearly defined regulator mechanisms in eukaryotes have not been as well defined
as those that have been in tne prokaryotic systems .
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Recent Advances in^ DNA Technolo'y
Since the study of eukaryotic geno-Liic systens have
been hindered due to the size of the DNA component, new
techniques have developed that allow splicing of short
segments of eukaryotic DNA into appropriate plasmids or
phage (vectors).

These genetically engineered components

can be amplified (cloned) and studied in regard to genetic
regulatory mechanisms.

The study of regulation by genetic

engineering is but one of many applications of the recent
advances in DNA technology (34, 35j 36)*
Genetic engineering is based on the use oi specific
restriction endonucleases (44), enzymes tha>: recepnize
defined nucleotide sequences and cut the DNA.

These enz-

ymes act as molecular scapels for cutting DNA at specific
recognition sites and are most useful in D^.A research
(Figure 4). An important feature of these recognition
sequences is that they are symmetrical.

This results in

single stranded segments at the ends of the cleaved DNn
that can base pair between themselves.

Those "sticky ends"

can anneal v/ith any DNA fragment cut by the same enzyme.
In 1973, it was first demonstrated that fragments of
foreign DNA can be introduced in vitro into plasnias with
the help of restriction endonucleases cind that these recombinant molecules could replicate when introduced into
E. coli (37, 38, 39). Plasmids are sniall circular mole-

zo

cules of Dij^ uhat replicate autonomously in addition to
the genome in certain bacteria.

gone of the best imown

plasmids carry the R factors, genes wnich confer resistence to various antibiotics sucn as penicillin, tetracycline, and chloroamphenicol.

Essentially, the circular

plasmid is cut open at a single site with a restriction
enzyme.

Eukaryotic DNA is also cleaved with the same

enzyme thus generating "sticky ends" on. both molecules.
Both DNA's are mixed under annealing conditions and are
joined covalently by a DNA ligase.

The recombinant plas-

mids are introduced into E. coli made perm able to DNx^
by incubation in calcium chloride,

^ifterwards, the cells

that have taken up a plasmid are selected for by the use
of an antibiotic.

For example, if the plasmid carries

the gene for tetracycline resistance, those cells which
have not picked up a plasmid v/ill be killed by adding
tetracycline to the culture medium (45).
Once an E. coli colony is obtained, millions of copies
of the eukaryotic DNA segment can be grown up and harvested.
Since all of these copies are derived fro:n on individual
hybrid molecule, the process is referred to as gene cloning.
In addition to plasmids, bacteriophage lanbda has also been
used to pronegate DNA hybrids in specific strains of E.
£oli.

Genes cloned in such a manner can be grown in large

quantities, sequenced (42, 43), and expressed in eukaryotic
cells by injection into living Xenopus oocyte nuclei.

In

z^

one experiment, genes coding for the frog 5s ribosomal RN/i
were cloned in an E. coli plasmid and injected into the
nucleus of living oocytes.

It was later observed r.hat

large quantities of 5s Ri,n were correctly being transcribed
within the oocyte.

The availability of a functional test

for cloned genes allev;s a new type of genetics in which
mutations can be introduced at specific sites of cloned
^N...

ihe effect of the mutation on the expression of the

gene can then oe monitored.
riany eukaryotic genes that have been cloned in E. coli
do not however see;a to be expre.-.sed.

This has been related

to the need for prokaryotic promoters,

(ie.,-start signals

for RNA polymerase), and ribosome binding sites for the
proteins to be expressed (translated).

This probleir. was

circumvented by cloning eukaryotic genes within well characterized bacterial genes.

For example, the sequence cod-

ing for the hormone somatostatin was inserted within the
gene for B-galactosidase.

The synthesis of the biologically

active somatostatin protein was obtained using the B-galactosidase promoter

and ribosome binding site (40). Another

way in v;hich eukaryotic proteins were produced in bacueria
was to clone the eukaryotic gene within the gene coding
for penicillinase, an enzyme that is secreted outside the
cell into the surrounding medium where it can degrade the
antibiotic penecillin.

When an insulin gene w^as inserted

within the penicillinase gene, a hybrid protein w£ s rjroduced
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w-hich contained a sequence for insulin and penicillin.
This recombinant protein was subsequently exported outside
tne cell as penicillin normally is and purified directly
fron the culture inedium (if! ) ,
Besides the plasmid-restriction enzyne sys^eni, Davis
and Murray have managed to develop a genetic engineering
system of lambda phage and the Eco Rl restriction enzyme
(z+b-49, 51, 53). By selecting for lambda mutants, one
was eventually found whose DNA is cleaved at only three
sites by Eco Rl.

Of the four resultant fragments, one

pair carries the genes essential for lytic grow^th residing
in the left and right arms of the chromosomes (Figure 5 ) .
The two middle fragments carry the genes for the lysogenic
cycle and are nonessential for the lytic response.

The

implication is that the middle sequences can be replaced
by eukaryotic DNA without affecting tne viability of the
phage.

The first fragment pair, carrying tne essential

genes, can be readily separated from the nonessential
fragments by electrophoresis or by sucrose gradient.

These

fragments are then mixed with other DNA fragments produced
by Eco Rl digestion under reannealing and ligating conditions
to produce recombinant phage.

Upon uptake of in vitro re-

cofnbinant molecules, nonlysogenic E. coli host bacteria
enter the lytic response and eventually liberate infective
lambda phage particles that carry extrachromosomal nucleotide
sequences in place of their own nonessential genes.

Results
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of these experinents aen.onstrate that the nucleotide sequences taken up ior.;i viable phage particles and Lhc;t "cne
prokaryotic i.. coli has the capacity to provide functional
expression of the genes (50).
By demonstrating the feasibility of propagating the
genes of higher forms of life in bacterial cultures (51),
the first successes in recombinant DNA engineering opened
up a bread vista of future molecular genetic progress.

Not

only were previously all but unimaginable fundamental studies
now brought within experimental reach, but tremendous opportunities for practical advances had come into viev/.

It

now seems possible to produce commercially medically important biological products such as hormones and enxymes
by cultivation of bacteria with specially constructed plasmids carrying the relevant animal or plant genes

{3Z),

As already observed in the lac operon,.regulation is
accomplished by the opecise interaction of a specific protein
and a defined DNA sequence.

A point mutation in only one

of the base pairs ever which the lac repressor binds would
inhibit binding completely, such is the affinity of the
protein for its site of action,

/m enzyme's affinity for

its substrate operates in the same manner (Figure 1 ) . This
specific affinity of enzyme for substrate forms the basis
under which the principles of affinity chromatography
apply and can be applied to the nucleotide-protein complex
(also Figure 1 ) . A defined nucleotide sequence can be
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attatched to an affinity column and a crude nuclear pii70tein
prep can be applied under conditions that would favor complex formation.

i-Jiy bound proteins can later be eluted by

changing conditions (ie. ionic strength, pli), Cnce purified,
those proteins that have demonstrated a f:pecific affinity
for a given sequence can be run throug-'i a battery of tests
to determine molecular wt., ai^ino acid sequence, km for the
nucleotide, isolectric point for example.

Injection into

Xenopus oocytes would ascertain regulatory effects, if any.
Crystallization would help determine three-dimensional structure.
Hv) till very recently, most fractionating schemes for
nuclear proteins v;ere dependent en selective solubility in
various solvents.

The results were usually fractions that

contained many different polypeptides of various lengths,
molecular wts., and conformations.

Such procedures have

resulted in the determination of many proteins which seem
to play a role in the higher ordered structure of DNA (ie.
Histones, HMG protein fraction. Scaffolding proteins).
These proteins are found in large quantities, net what one
would expect of a regulator protein that is present in only
a few copies per cell.

It is the relative abundance of

these proteins that has facilitated their isolation and
characterization.

By applying the concepts of affinity

chromatography, those regulator proteins that number so
fev/ per cell should now be easily separated from the bulk

Z3
of nuclear proteins, subsequently concentrated and investigated further.
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Parameters of the Study
The rat serum album rene is the system under investigation and has been spliced to a mutant lanibda phage
particle known as charen 4a.

A new method of affinity

chromatography developed by V/eideli and dehring offers
much greater flow rates and higher coupling efficiency
than previous

methods used in similar studies.

The charen

phage vector, the rat serum albumin gene, and the metiiod
of affinity chromatography will now be discussed in greater
detail.
The Charon Pha^e Vector
The charen lambda bacteriophages have been developed
specifically as vectors for cloning.

Their construction

incorporates mutations that make the.n simple to use and
increases their safety for the biological containment of
cloned recembinaait DNA.

Cloning with lytic phages offers

a natural advantage since two components, phage and sensitive bacteria, must repeatedly come together for significant replication to take place.

However, specific mutations

have been introduced (ie., amber muLation) that require the
host produce a specific supressor tRNA for the phage to be
virulent.

Such mutations offer even better advantages fron

the point of view of containment.
Bacteriophage lambda is particularly well suited as a
cloning vehicle because one third of its DNA v/hich forms a
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continuous block in the middle of its genome, can be replaced without the phage losing its ability to grow lytically.

Derivatives of la.nbda have been specifically adapted

for DN.i cloning, the aim of which is to construct phages
so that a restriction endonucleaoe c: n nakc a cut only in
the dispensible one third of the lau;bda DNA to permit subsequent addition of or replacement by a foreign DNA segment (54-56).

Point mutations, substitutions, and delitions

are introduced to alter the distribution of restriction sites
and eliminate sites in the essential regions oi the phage
genome (57).
Since lambda capsids cannot accomodate ^N'A molecules
outside the size range of 38-53 kilobase pairs (po, 59, 60),
each lambda phage vector has a maximuii: and a minimum size
of Dlh^ fragment that can be cloned with a given restriction
enzyme.

The charen 4a phage has a cloning capacity of

betv/een 8.2 and 22.2 kilobase pair by use of the Eco Rl
restriction enzyme (61).
Cloning wath the charen i|.a vector begins with annealing
the phage D N A to join its ends.

Lambda phages have mutually

complimentary single strand ends on their DNA molecules.
The vector and target DN.-.*s are digested with the dewired
restriction enzyme which is then deactivated by addition of
a diethyl pyricarbonate solution (1;"J) .

To generate recom-

binant DNA molecules, the vector and the target DNA's are
mixed under conditions minimizing moneraolecular cyclization

reactions (6l). The mixture is then incubated wi^n T, ligase
to join the nolecule covalently.

Viable phage can be ob-

tained by transfection of E. coli spheroplasts (62),
calcium treated E. coli cells (63), or by in vitro encapsidation by lambda lysogens (64),
2J1 important feature of any cloning vector is its
ability to be grown in high yield, so that small volumes
of culture are sufficient for production purposes.

The

charen phages and clones derived fro;n them can usually be
propagated

to at least 10

method (57). 10

10 phage per ml. by the Pi-S

phage per ml. translates to about .5

micrograms of DNA per ml.

Yields of phage contalng cloned

fragments have usually been in the same range.
The Rat Serum ^dlbumin Gene
The rat serum albumin gene has been isloated fro;:: a
recombinant library contalng the entire rat genome cloned
in the lambda phage, charen 4a.

R loop and restriction

analysis has revealed that the gene is split into at least
fourteen fragments (exons) by thirteen intervening sequences
(introns), and that it occupies a minimum of fourteen kilobases of genomic DNA (65).
The rat serum albumin gene is responsible for serum
albumin synthesis, one of the major characteristics of the
vertebrae liver (66). It is encoked by an 13s poly A
containing mRNA (67) of approximately 2200 nucleotides (D8) .
Rat albumin mRNA appears to be normally produced only by
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the liver (69) from the class of unique sequence genes (70).
Albumin synthesis is essentially cons^.i^utive aut does
res^-iond significantly to a variety of stimuli (66). Observation of tnese activities under various conditions should
be informative as to its mode of regulation.
Cloning of the RSA gene initially calls for the extraction of high molecular weight rat liver DIN-, by the raetnods
of Blin and Stafford (72) followed by digestion with Eco Rl.
The fragments are sedimented througn a 10 to 30/-J sucrose
gradient and the material between 10 and 20 kb
ered by ethanol precipitation.

was recov-

These fragments v/ere sub-

sequently mixed under ligating conditions with a preparation of charen 4a cloning fragments (73, 74) as previously
described.
extracts

The recombinant D N A v/as packaged in vitro using
prepared from defective lambda lysogens (73),

under the conditions of Hohn and Murray (75). Approximately 2 million clones
Copy DNA (cDNA)

were initially obtained

{7Z).

v;as syntb poized from purified albumin

mRl^A (78) and used to probe one million plaques from the
rat library.

Nine genome classes were found to contciin

partial RSA gene sequences of which three seei.i ideal for
study, the lambda RSA 14, the lambda RSA 30, and the lambda
RSA 40,
gene

Their orientation in respect to the complete RSA

is given in figure 6.
Since eukaryotic Di.A is transcribed from the p' end

to the 3' position, any regulator sequences (operator or

30

aromotor site) should reside in the lambda RdA 3- sequence,
wdnereas the structural genes would be exnected in tne cloned fragnent lambda. RSA 14*

Attatchiient of the larabda RErx

30 sequence to an affinity coluain should facilitate the
isolation of any proteins that snow a narked affinity for
those specific segments of DNK.
Affinity Chromatography
One of the most significant single T^echnical advances
in enzyme purification has been the development of methods
of purifying enzymes utilizing their selective affinity for
a particular Inmobilized biological uolccule.

dhe tech-

nique -'is useful basically because, unlike conventional
purification techniques, it is dependen:: on specific biological interactions.

The result is usually a very rapid

reproducible enzyme purification scheme, often witn high
yields in days instead of weeks.

The process in which the

purification of specific enzymes is accoi.:plished by fixing
the appropriate substrate or substrate analog to an insoluble
matrix is called affinity chromatography or bioselective
adsorption and is based on the hign affinity an enzyme has
for its substrate (79-81).
In applying the principles of affinity chromatography,
several factors need to be considered as, the proper choice
of ligand, best possible matrix, the r.iost stable attatcnment of ligand to matrix and finally the degree of prior
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needed to use the affinity column to the best advantage.
The ligand is usually dictated by the nature of the
purification desired.

First and foremost, it must not be

readily degraded during the purification process, either
by the enzyme itself or the conditions for purification (82).
Enzyme degradation can be minimized by regorously emitting
all cefactors required for enzyme activity (53).
Second, the affinity of the enzyme for the column
must be sufficiently strong to retard or retain the desired
enzymes while allov/ing othe proteins to pass through uninhibited.

At the same time, its affinity must be sufficiently

weaii so that the enzyme nay be later eluted in active form
and not denatured by whatever eluant is required LO remove
it from the column (83).
Some of the more important considerations in selection
of a suitable matrix include chemical stability, mechanical
stability, and non-specific adsorption.

If either large

columns or pressure assisted chromatography is desired,
mechanical stability of the matrix is of utmost l.ipertance.
If however, the affinity step is the last step in a conventional purification scheme to effect a high purity product
then non-specific adsorption will be the most important
consideration.

Non-specific adsorption is the affinity of

the column for impurities.

These may be later eluted con-

taminating the desired high purity yiela (34).
The more important considerations for attatchment in-

l'^

elude; possession by tne lipand of an attatchmeat function
for the matrix, possession of a recinrical site by zhe
matrix, the abAlity of tne ligand to retain its binding
capacity for the enzyme when covalently bound to tne matrix
(84). Seme of these techniques involve er>ter formation,
anide formation, azo coupling, and cyanogen brouide activation (Figure 7).

The lasc two techniques have been

used quite successfully in producing INN. affinity columns.
nffinity chromatography (92) was first applied in the
field of nucleic acid research by Gilberts (93) and Eitaian
(94), who introduced DNA cellulose as a chromatogri^^phic
resin.

The material was used extensively far the detec-

tion and purification of DNA specific proteins fro-; various
organisms (95, 96). Tranping DNii in a polyacrylamide gel
and chemical coupling to agarose beads has also been used
to immobilize DNA for affinity chromatogranhy (97, 96).
A closer examination of some of these methods reveals that
a few are more advantageous than others.
DNA has been insolubilized for affinity chromatography
by drying the DNA onto cellulose (93). Niowever, the cellulose has very slew flow rates and the ligand slowly elutec
from the column.

Even when the DNA is iJV irradiated'to

maintain its stability in the cellulose, it suffers from
a low capacity to bind proteins supposedly because much of
the ligand is buried in the cellulose.

Sin pie stranded DNA

has been covalently linked to cellulose by diaze bonds with
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good efficiency and good flow rates (101).

im ideal columin

should contain double stranded DNA covalently bound by terminal linkage to the matrix so that the bulk of DNA is
free to interact in solution to reproduce physiological
conditions in the cell.
One developed method was the covalent attatchment to
cellulose by use of a water soluble carbediimide which
catalyzes the formation of a phosphate link between the
terminal phosphate of the DNA and the hydroxyl groups of
the cellulose (98) (Figure 7)«

Such columns, though,

require rather large amounts of support materia.l and offer
only a relatively low coupling efficiency under tne best
of conditions-(less than 50%) (99).
Still another method employed cyanogen bromide activation of the support matrix sepharose to which can be
attatched double stranded DNA whose 5' soid 3' ends have
been rendered single stranded by the action of exonuclease
III.

The attatchment is between tne activated sepharose

and the primary amino sites made available by the digest
(adenine, guanine and cytosine) on the nitrogenous bases.
Good coupling efficiency however requires extensive degradation of the DNA (97)(Figure 8 ) .
A new method recently introduced by '.Veideli and Gehring
(3) and used in this study was the covalent attatchment of
of double stranded DNA along the same principles of the
nrevious method, but reauires very little degradation of
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^

the DNA.

In addition, the reaction has nl-h coupll-g

efficiency and a high capacity ratio of support a.at^rial uo
ligand.

The result is a column that requires very little

support material and displays exceliant flow rates (100;,
Essentially, tne DNA is covalently linked to finely
divided m-aminobenzyloxymethyl cellulose after the primary
aryl amino groups have been diazotized as described by
Miles and Hales 0 02) (Figure 9 ) . ..hile coupling occured
with all of the nucleotide bascs:, results of r.oyes anu Stairk
(101) indicate that the .'na.jor sites of reaction are the
guanine and uracil (thymine) residues.

Cavalier (103)

found tnat the disubstituted purine bases did couple with
diazotized aromatic amines in dilute alkali at carbon ,^8,
but the nomosubstituted bases did not react at all.

Sub-

stitution of guanine at position 9 as in the nucleotide
reduces the nucleophilicity of carbon 8 so that the reaction
occurs instead with the primary amino substituent, or a
ring nitrogen, or both (104, 105). Pyrimidine bases probably react with diazotized aryl amines through electrophilic substitution at carbon 5 (106).
Resonance structures for the diazonium ion show that
both nitrogens carry a partial positive charge.

In coupl-

ing reactions, the ion acts as an electrephile.

The ter-

minal nitrogen attacks the para or ortho position of an
activated benzene ring (one substituted with an electron
releasing group-ie,, Nn^ or OH)

(Figure 9 ) .
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Rat liver nuclei v/ere isolated according to z'ne laethods
of oTagodzinski (107) and nuclear protein fractions isolated
as re~3orted by Eonner (lOS) (Figure 10). Rat liver chromatin was purified

by standard techniques (109), sheared

to approximately 4800 bp by high speed blending 5,000 rpm
for 20 minutes in 0.1 ;•: sodium acetate at 0
60 hemogenizer.

C in a Virtis

ihe DNA was sized by electron microscopy

using a modified Aleinschmidt procedure (110).

The sheared

Ui^^ w^.s digested with Exonuclease III obtained from r.orthington Biochemicals according to the procedures of Ricnardson
(111) and Roychoudhury (112) and covalently attatched to
sepharose 4B (Pharmacitia) according to the methods of
Poonian (113).
The charen 4a vector and the recombinant lambda RZA
phage containing the 5' end of the rat serum albumin gene
(RSA 30) was graciously supplied by James T. Bonner, Division of Biology, California Institute of lechnology,
Pasadena, California, 91125.
to about 10

Both phages were arena gated

phage per ml. according to the methods of

Blattner (114).

Ihe virus particles were nrecipitated by

polyethylene glycol addition, centrifugation, and the Dn..
extracted by phenol chloroform after digestion in protease
iX at 37'C (76).
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^o

The isolated and purified charen Aa and lambaa

' • - • - -
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'

D^.A's were digested with Eco vA restriction endonuciease
as described by Roberts (115) Q-d the fragments were subjected to 1:t agarose gel electrophoresis under the Tris,
Borate, and EDTA system as described hy I'xConnell (ll6).
Both charen and lambda DNA were digested with exonuclease III to produce single strand enas (117, 118). ^he
ratio of molecules of exonuclease III to DNA ends was adjusted
to four and the reaction was monitored spectrophotometrically
(increase in OD). ./hen approximately 5';^ of the uh^. had been
digested (as judged by increase in OD), a 10:o dodecylsulfate
solution was added to a final concentration of 0,5:^ followed by extraction with cholorforr.-isoamyl alcohol.

The

DNA was then coupled to activated m-aminobenzyloxymethyl
cellulose as described by Miles and Hales (102) and Noyes
and Stark (101).

,kk\PTER IV
R E S U E I S IJ:,U D I S C U S S I O N

To investigate the feasibility of using affinity chromatography, preliminary studies were dene on the binding
capacity of the non-histone chromosomal protein fraction
(Figure 10) when applied to a column naide up of sheared
rat liver DNA.

The column was initially set up to laimic

physiological conditions and about p mg. of the NRG? fraction was placed over the column.

The flow of proteins

through the column was monitored by absorbance spectroscopy at 280 nm.

Approximately'' 70'/j of the applied protein

was collected in the run off.

Proteins bound were sub-

sequently eluted by addition of a IH sodium chloride solution,

Elution profiles of the run off and the IR salt

wash are given in figure 11.

The original sample, run off,

and the 1M salt wash were subjected to one-dimensional poly
acrylamide gel electrophoresis.
The results of the polyacrylamide gel analysis reveal
that although all proteins exhibited binding to the column,
some fractions desnlayed a '-lucn higher affinitv and were
therfere retained in larger quantities than etner fractions
of this group.

Since the NHC proteins were originally

extracted from rat DNA, it should be expected that all of
the -roteins should exhibit sorae affinity for tne column.
If the cinding is nonspecific, then the proteins should
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bind in anproxiina tely equal amounts.

however, if certain

proteins can bind only to certain defined sequences of Dkk-.,
one should expect much less oi that particular protein fraction to be bound to the colu.in.

Co:^parison of the gel on

the original sample with the ]h salt wash revealed that
while some of the protein fractions shewed a u-iarked affinity
for the column (non-specific adsorption) ether fractions
were bound to a much less extent indicating that these
particular fractions may be indeed interacting with very
specific DNA sequences.
A possible identity of the less bound arotein fraction
can be obtained from a study of the elution pattern of the
lin salt wash by examining the 280/260 ratios.
0.5 is indicative of highly purified DNA.

A ratio of

A ratio of 1.75

is characteristic of a pure protein preparation.

;.atios

in betv/een these values indicate a mixture of the two and
can be used to determine per cent composition.

While proteins

were being eluted from the column, a significant amount
of DNA concurrently being eluted.

It may be that one or

both of the proteins may be specific endonucleases that
recognize specific DNA sequences, but once bound cut the
DNA.
Despite the degradation of the column, this procedure
does indicate that D N A affinity chromatography can be applied to isolation of sequence specific nuclear proteins,
provided that the proper conditions are established that
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allow binding and diminish any side reactions th:-t nay reduce the efficiency of the column or result in der,radation.
To take the investigation one step further, we next
limited ourselves to a specifically defined ^...^ sequence
instead of the entire rat genome as was previously done.
That sequence turned out to be the rat serum albumin gene
cloned in the charen vector knovm as lambda RSA 30 (Figure
6),

Beth charen 4a and lambda RSA 30 were propagated by

the PDS method of Blattner (lli^).

Charon 4a was used to

manie a control column to monitor non-specific protein
interactions whereas the la.mbda. RSA 30 contained tne actual sequence under investigation.

Typical yields of about

5 mg. per liter of culture material of DNA was obtained.
Since the cultures were grov/n up in three liter batches,
total DNA yields per batch were in the range of between
16 to 18 rag. of highly purified DNA.
To determine if the DNA v:as pure enough for further
study, an absorbance scan was done on each sample and the
280/260 ratios determined.

In all cases, the ratios were

either less than or equal to 0.5, indicating a very pure
fraction of DNA (Figure 12).
To be sure that the DNA was double stranded as required for the exonuclease III digest, we next looked at
the hyperchromic effect of heat denaturation of the comlex.

Results of the analysis indicated that the DNA was

indeed double stranded and the hyperchromic effect was
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estimated to be about 30;J (Figure I5 j.
To verify that the DNii. extracted was obtained ircr::
la^nbda RSa 30 and charen 4ci and not soiree conta-iinating
species, a restriction analysis 7/as performed.

Digestion

of the DNA was accomplisned with Eco Rl ana tne resultant
fragments were electrophoresed on l,j agarose gels (Figure
14).

The gels were visualized with ethidium bron.ine and

compared to tne restriction nap of charen i;a and lambda
RSA 50 (Figure 6 ) . Results of the restriction aiaping
verified the identity of the charen 4a and larabda RSA 30
phage vectors.
i'he next step was the exonuclease III digestion of
the double stranded DNA to yield single strandec. ends.
To determine that no extensive degradation of the Dli^
occurred during the digestion process, samnles of charen
4a and lambda RSA 30 were obtained before and after the
orocedure and electrophoresed on ],o agarose gels (Figure
15).

As can be seen from the gel, no serious degradation

of the DNA's had occurred.
The coupling procedure employed to actatch the DNA
to m-aminobenzyloxymethyl cellulose was that developed by
Miles and Hales (102),

Subsequent studies of Noyes and

Stark indicated that the coupling is mainly between the
diaze groups of the activated cellulose and the thymine
and guanine residues of the single stranded ends. Ihe
reaction requires approximately 48 hours to complete.
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^iny unbound DNA is subsequently eluted from the column
during tne initial washings to prepare for application of
the protein fractions.

The amount of DNA that connled to

the celluose was determined indirectly by monitoring the
number of CD's at 260nm. that eluted from the column.

The

per cent coupling- efficiency was determined by the formula
as shown in figure l6.

i^he values obtained for charen La

and the lambda RSA 30 were both about 70po. Total DNn as
well as the ug/mg of cellulose were also deterrlnec and
are reported in table 1.

To determine tne saturation cap-

acity of the column for arotein, several assumptions had
to be made.

First, one must assume that there is a one

to one binding of the DNA molecule and tne protein ligand.
Next, one must also assign a value to the molecular vv t.
of the binding protein, in this case that value was assigned to be 50000 daltons.

Since the molecular wt. of the

nNA is knov/n, the calculated capacity of the column from
a knovm value of 2,49 -ig. of DNA bound (lambda RSA 30)
turns out to be about 3.6 ug of protein.

Since this is

quite a small amount, quanitative yields v/ould require
columns containing much' higher amounts of the lambda RSA
30, perhaps in the 100 mg. range.

Protein preps could be

passed to saturate the sites, bound proteins eluted, the
column reconditioned and the process repeated untill
enough samples were on hand to seriously undertake further
studies.

CH^lPTiiR V
CONCLUSION
Once an affinity column of a defined DNA sequence has
been obtained, appropriate nuclear protein fractions can
be applied under various conditions to enhance binding and
subsequent isolation of those components that exhibit sequence specificity.

Various methods of isolating or fraction-

ating DNA associated nuclear protein have included applications of immunochemical techniques (119), membrane filter
retention of protein-DNA complexes (120), hydroxy a
and phosphocellulose chromatography (121), selective salt
solubility (122), and DNA cellulose chromatography (123,
124).

Employment of these techniques has resulted in the

isolation and study of enzymes related to replication and
transcription (DNA and RI\A polymerases), as well as degradation (exo and endonucleases). Others have been shown to
play an important role in the primary and higher ordered
structure of DNA (histones, HMG proteins, scaffolding proteins), although the exact nature of the higher ordered
structure is of some dispute (126).

Despite these signifi-

cant adV:-nces, no single protein fraction has as yet been
isolated

and shov/n to affect regulation at the trans-

criptional level. To be sure, other protein fractions
have been isolated that contain many different polypeptides
of various molecular weights, isoelectric points and con-
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formations.

While this great heterogenity has posed quite

a stumbling bloc.v to the study and cnaractorization of these
components, the very diversity of tnese fractions suggests
that they contain protein having a regulatory effect on
DNA, especially since some of these conponents are present
in very ninute quantities.
Recently, Riggs has demonstrated that specific proteins that recognize defined sequences can be isolated by
use of hybridization and retention of Dl.A-protein complexes
under certain conditions (120),

Other investigators have

also shown the existence of eukaryotic ^NA binding proteins
that "recognize" specific DI^A sequences (119, 127, 128),
•Sy applying the techniques of Riggs filter binding assay,
cloned segments of eukaryotic

DNNL

can be radioactively

labeled, isolated from the vector DNA, and nsed to probe
various heterogenous nuclear protein fractions.

In this

\¥ay, those fractions that demonstrate preferential binding
activity can be quickly located and sub fractionated on an
affinity column.

As Albert (1) and colleagues had pointed

out much earlier, "many of the DNA associated iDroteins in
the cell will have to be individually isolated and characterized before gene function and be fully defined".

The

advances made in genetic engineering coupled with apalications of affinity chromatography used in conjunction with
specific probes should hopefully aid in the isloation of
these components and tneir subsequent study.
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Enzyme-Substrate Formation Complex
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Nucleotide Sequence-Protein Formation Com-olex

Figure 2

A Scematic Representation of the Double-Helical ulla
Molecule, The two ribbons symbolize the two dimensional
phosphate diester chains, and the horizontal rods
the nairs of h drogen bonded bases that hold the chains
to aether.
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Figure ^
The Lac Operon. Positive Control is exerted by the
(CAP-c/i-iP) comnlex binding to the 5' ^nd of the promotor region, "h'egative Control is exerted by the
binding of the i gene product (repressor) to the
operator site of the operon.
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A c t i o n of t h e Enz3''mc Eco Rl on a Defined
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Figure 5
fhe Lambda Mutant (Charon 4a) is cleaved by Eco Rl at
onl- three sites (^) e^-rid in tne non-esnential region
onl_
of the genome.
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The Rat Serun ;JLbu2iln Gene in relation to the portions
thereof contained in the roconbinant T)hc:::^es, lambda ?,3.
1 - T
imbda RSA 40. The Eco Rl sites
30, lambda RSA 14,
have been indicated by ( ) ) .
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Covalent Attatchzient of DNA to Sepharose, Covalent
attatchr.ient of the exposed terminal roGidues 't^«.nogen bromide activated sepharose 42.
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A)

Resonance Structures for the .diazonium Ion. Structure;
indicate that both nitrogens carry a partial eositive
charge.

B)

Diazotization of Ajryl Amines, In coupling reactions,
the ion acts as an electroT)hile.
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ELUTION PROFILE
A

Abs

F r a c t i o n 1:0.
1M .:aCl

Run Off

F i g u r e 11
E l u t i o n P r o f i l e s of Rat DKA A f f i n i t y Colu^Tins ( s e p h a r o s e ) .
A) Run Off
B) IH NaCl wash

"?!>

K%f{ 20

XOO

ISO

30O

i^^Cnm.)

Figure 12
Absorbance Scan of Charon 4a and Lambda RSA 30. Range
is 1 OD from 230 to 350 nm. in 10 mlA Tris pH 8. The
280/260 ratios respectively are 0,46 and 0.48,
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f\l

a^o

UKArffA/

?. /es/^ 30

7

T Ccl
Figure 13
Hyperchromic effect of heat denaturation of double stranded
DNA. Absorptivity 7ras found to have increased by approximately 30%.
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Figure 14
Restrletion Analysis of Charon 4a and Lambda RSA 30 and
ida RSA 14 by Eco Rl and Electrophoresis on ]% Agarose
Lanbda
^ ^ ^ j . From left to right, the order of the samples are;
Gels.
Charon 4a, Lambda RSA 14, Lambda RSA 30, an incomplete
digest of Lambda RSA 30, and Lambda RSA 14* The next
set repeats the sequence.
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9 ^-

Figure 15
Results of the Exonuclease III Digest^and Subsequent
Electrophoresis on 1% Agarose Gels. From left to right,
samples applied are; (undigested), Charon 4a, Lambda RSA
30,"and Lambda RSA 14* The second set repeats the first
but after digestion v;ith Exonuclease III. The third set
is a repeat of the second. Observation of the gel reveals
that no"major degradation of the samples has occured.
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Figure 16
Deter-iination of the Per Cent Bound D N A to the Matrix,
ni-a: iinobenzyloxymethyl collulose.

Table 1
Derived Parameters of txie DRA Columns

;iRSA 30

':'3 Coupling ^...^^

-'-^ug/"^^--mg

Charon 4a

68.5

2.49n:g.

7,0

;itis^

71.2'

1 .75ras,

10.2

30

3.59ug.
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